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STECHELBERG - MÜRREN: WORLD'S
STEEPEST AERIAL CABLEWAY

Running between Stechelberg and Mürren, the SCHILTHORN CABLEWAY
20XX project will culminate in the steepest aerial cableway in the world.
Achieving a maximum gradient exceeding 159%, the new cable car system
will transport up to 800 passengers per hour and can carry up to 2.5 tonnes
of cargo as underload in regular operation.

The SCHILTHORN CABLEWAY 20XX project will oversee the construction and
installation of the world's steepest and at the same time one of the most



spectacular aerial cableways in a direct line between the valley station in
Stechelberg and the village of Mürren. The cableway will overcome an
altitude difference of 775 metres and achieve a maximum incline of 159.4%.
Along the way it ascends above the Mürrenfluh cliff, a popular launch spot
among base jumpers. Passengers travelling in the new cable car will have the
opportunity to observe these daring leaps at close range. The journey will
take 3 minutes and 54 seconds at a speed of 7 metres per second.

Efficient passenger and goods transport

Both cabins have a capacity of 85 passengers each. The transportation
capacity is 800 persons per hour. The cableway will also be used to supply
goods to Mürren – 2.5 tonnes of cargo can be carried as underload during
regular operations. Special transports without passengers allow for a carrying
capacity of 6.8 tonnes.

Global comparison

At present, the steepest cable car in the world is the Loen Skylift in Norway,
which has a maximum gradient of 133%. The funicular with the steepest
gradient is in Switzerland: the Stoos Funicular has a maximum gradient of
110%. Like the cableway systems in Loen and Stoos, the new aerial cableway
between Stechelberg and Mürren is being built by the Garaventa/Doppelmayr
Group, the world's leading manufacturer in surface and aerial ropeway
construction.

Information about the company

Schilthorn Cableway Ltd is based in Interlaken and connects the
Lauterbrunnen valley from Stechelberg with the car-free mountain villages of
Gimmelwald and Mürren, continuing via Birg station to the Schilthorn summit
at 2970 m.a.s.l. In front of Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau, the Schilthorn region
offers numerous activities for guests from all over the globe. The Schilthorn
acquired international prominence through the filming of the James Bond
movie "On Her Majesty's Secret Service" in 1968.
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